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ABSTRACT 

Olfaction, a sense for detecting and discriminating chemical 

molecules in the environment, is critical for animal survival, reproduction 

and other adaptive behaviors. The olfactory system is organized in three 

major stations (a sensor sheet, an initial processing and projection unit, and 

a central processing unit) that are shared across phyla, and has been 

functioning for millions of years. Since Buck and Axel identified a multigene 

family for coding the olfactory receptors, knowledge of the olfactory 

system has quickly accumulated in the last 20 years. This allows us to 

investigate fundamental questions in olfaction, including how odor 

percepts are formed, how olfactory information is used and stored, and 

how experiences shape olfactory perception in our daily life. 

Aversive events involving olfactory information are commonly 

experienced in nature. In the lab, aversive olfactory experiences have been 

shown to modify odor responses in rodents behaviorally and physiologically. 

Traditionally, studies regarding olfactory aversive learning were conducted 

by using odor-shock conditioning.  Here, I explored the possibility of using 

2-way active avoidance conditioning for awake unit recording in rats. The 

results confirmed previous findings that the rats can learn to actively avoid 

both auditory and olfactory cues that are associated with a dangerous 

event. Interestingly, the rats appeared to have rapid acquisition but poor 

behavioral retention. After comparing between the two paradigms, I 

decided to use odor-shock conditioning for chronic unit recording in awake 

rats. 

Three different odor-shock conditioning paradigms were used to 

investigate how aversive learning affects odor processing in the olfactory 

cortex. We first found that odor-evoked fear responses were training 

paradigm-dependent and each induced different levels of fear responses 

and odor generalization. In addition, we observed a decrease in 

spontaneous firing rate in the olfactory cortical neurons after conditioning 

and that was associative learning dependent. The results also suggested 

that generalized fear is associated with an impairment of olfactory cortical 
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discrimination. In conclusion, changes in sensory processing are dependent 

on the nature of training, and can predict the behavioral outcome of the 

training. 
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The olfactory system is organized in three major stations that have 

been shown to be similar across phylogeny (Hildebrand and Shepherd, 

1997; Davis, 2004). In mammals, the three stations are: the olfactory 

epithelium of the nose, which has olfactory sensory neurons for detecting 

airborne molecules (odorants); the olfactory bulb, where olfactory 

information from the olfactory epithelium is first processed and relayed to 

more central structures; and the olfactory cortex, which includes several 

brain regions and is responsible for further odor processing, odor 

perception and odor memory. In insects, the functional counterparts of the 

three stations are the antenna, the antennal lobe, and the mushroom body. 

Given that my research focus has been on rodent central olfactory 

processing, in this chapter, I will mainly review the mammalian olfactory 

system.  

Olfactory Epithelium 

Anatomical and Synaptic Organization 

Olfaction in mammals begins in the nasal cavity where odorants 

meet with olfactory sensory neurons in the olfactory epithelium. The 
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olfactory epithelium is a tissue specialized for odorant detection that in 

humans is located deep in the nasal cavity and is about 1—2 cm
2
 in size 

(Nolte, 2002). The epithelium has three major cell types: olfactory sensory 

neurons (OSNs), supporting cells, and basal stem cells (Graziadei and 

Graziadei, 1979) (figure 1A). Each cell type contributes differently to 

olfaction at the peripheral level. Olfactory sensory neurons are responsible 

for transducing odorants into neural signals. These neurons are bipolar cells.  

Each has a single apical dendrite extending to the epithelial surface and an 

axon on the opposite pole which innervates the glomerular layer of the 

olfactory bulb (OB). The dendrite terminal has cilia that extend above the 

epithelial surface into the mucus layer where dissolved odorants are 

adsorbed (Morrison and Costanzo, 1990). The cilia have specific receptor 

proteins for odorant detection (Chen and Lancet, 1984); binding of the 

receptor and its suitable odorants leads to a cascade of biochemical 

reactions that eventually result in changes in membrane potential of the 

OSN (Firestein and Werblin, 1989; Restrepo et al., 1990; Firestein, 1992; 

Reed, 1992). OSNs are relatively short-lived (30-60 days) and are 

continuously replaced by newly differentiated cells from the basal stem 

cells (Graziadei and Graziadei, 1979; Caggiano et al., 1994).  
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The supporting cells, along with Bowman’s glands in the olfactory 

epithelium, secrete the mucus layer that helps to maintain the optimal 

ionic environment for the cilia (Getchell et al., 1984; Carr et al., 1990). The 

mucus layer contains odorant-binding proteins (OBPs), which are soluble 

proteins and have been shown to have binding specificity to a number of 

odorant molecules (Bignetti et al., 1985; Pevsner et al., 1986). OBPs are 

thought to be part of the ligand-binding carrier family that is known to bind 

and transport hydrophobic ligands (Lee et al., 1987; Pevsner et al., 1988). 

The function of OBPs is still not clear. However, they are proposed to 

enhance odorant detection in several ways, including concentrating the 

odorant in the hydrophilic mucosal environment, transporting odorants to 

their suitable olfactory receptors, and removing odorants from the receptor 

environment after transduction (Pevsner et al., 1986; Lee et al., 1987; 

Pevsner et al., 1988; Pevsner and Snyder, 1990). Several proteins 

functionally similar to OBPs have been reported in different species, 

including maltose-binding protein in E. coli (Manson et al., 1985) and 

pheromone-binding protein in the wild silkmoth, Antheraea polyphemus 

(Vogt et al., 1991). Their existence suggests a commonly used mechanism 
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prior to and after odorant-receptor association for enhancing odorant 

sensitivity in chemical sensing systems.  

Olfactory Transduction 

Olfactory receptors (ORs) are embedded in the membrane of the cilia 

and are G protein-coupled receptors sensitive to odorants (Pace et al., 

1985; Sklar et al., 1986; Jones and Reed, 1989; Boekhoff et al., 1990). In 

1991, a multigene family was identified in rats that appeared to code for 

the ORs (Buck and Axel, 1991). Numbers of OR genes varied among species; 

rodents contain ～1000 genes whereas humans have less than 400 

functional ones (Zhang and Firestein, 2002; Olender et al., 2008). Binding of 

odorants and the G protein-coupled receptors is believed to activate 

second messenger pathways involving cAMP (Pace et al., 1985; Sklar et al., 

1986; Nakamura and Gold, 1987; Boekhoff et al., 1990) and IP3 (Huque and 

Bruch, 1986; Boekhoff et al., 1990) (figure 1B). The cAMP opens cyclic 

nucleotide-gated cation channels and causes depolarization of membrane 

potential (Firestein et al., 1991a; Firestein et al., 1991b). On the other hand, 

IP3 is proposed to open IP3-gated Ca
2+

 channels and induce Ca
2+

 influx, 

which might lead to either excitation or inhibition of an OSN (Restrepo et 

al., 1990; Firestein, 1992; Reed, 1992; Buck, 1996). While the two pathways 
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work independently (Boekhoff et al., 1990), they may have cooperative 

effects on changes in membrane potentials of OSNs (Firestein, 1992; Reed, 

1992; Buck, 1996).  

One Receptor-One Neuron Hypothesis 

Genetic tools have allowed investigation of the olfactory system since 

Buck and Axel identified the OR gene superfamily in 1991. As a result, one 

interesting finding, which is now widely accepted, is that an OSN only 

expresses one OR, which is also called the one-receptor-one-neuron 

hypothesis. Evidence supporting this hypothesis was collected mainly from 

rodents by using genetic techniques. First, by using in situ hybridization of 

OR RNA probes, OR gene expression was observed in individual OSNs in 

mouse olfactory epithelium (Ressler et al., 1993; Vassar et al., 1993). OR 

gene expression is confined to one of the four specific areas or “zones” on 

the olfactory epithelium of mice, but is widely distributed within the zone 

(Ressler et al., 1993, 1994a). In situ hybridization on OB sections also 

suggested the possibility that OSNs expressing the same receptor send their 

axons to the same glomeruli (mostly 2 glomeruli, one medial and one 

lateral glomerulus in each bulb) (Ressler et al., 1994b; Vassar et al., 1994). 

The convergent axonal projections were confirmed by genetic labeling 
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studies in which the reporter (tau-lacZ or tau-GFP) was co-expressed with 

the targeted OR gene, enabling visualization of trajectories of axonal 

projections (Mombaerts et al., 1996; Treloar et al., 2002). The relative 

bulbar positions of the targeted glomeruli appeared to be fixed in all mice, 

indicating a topographic map in the OB (Ressler et al., 1994b; Vassar et al., 

1994; Mombaerts et al., 1996). Moreover, the OR is a determinant of OSN 

axon targeting: replacing the coding sequence of an OR gene with another 

resulted in changes in targeted glomeruli (Mombaerts et al., 1996; Wang et 

al., 1998; Bozza et al., 2002). Together, these data form a strong argument 

against dual or multiple expression of OR genes. If there was dual or 

multiple OR expression, it would be unlikely to lead to fixed and precise 

glomerular targets as seen in the in situ hybridization and the gene labeling 

studies noted above.  

However, a direct test of this hypothesis is to look for dual or 

multiple OR expression in the OSNs. By using two-color in situ hybridization, 

Tsuboi and colleagues demonstrated that the selected OR genes are not 

expressed simultaneously in an OSN even though they have highly similar 

amino acid sequences (Tsuboi et al., 1999).  Moreover, a genetic targeting 

study using two genetic markers (lacZ and GFP) in mice also excluded co-
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expression of the two targeted OR genes (Strotmann et al., 2000). Finally, 

single-cell reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) data 

indicated that individual mouse OSNs express only one OR gene (Malnic et 

al., 1999; Touhara et al., 1999). All together, these findings strongly support 

the one-receptor-one-neuron hypothesis.  

Molecular Receptive Range of the OSNs 

Early electrophysiological data has shown that a given OSN can 

respond to a wide range of odorants and an odorant can activate multiple 

types of OSNs simultaneously (Sicard and Holley, 1984). As the one-

receptor-one-neuron hypothesis has become generally accepted, the focus 

has shifted from molecular receptive range (MRR) of single OSNs to ligand-

receptor interactions. More recent studies have combined single-cell RT-

PCR and calcium imaging to further identify relationships between odorants 

and ORs (Malnic et al., 1999; Touhara et al., 1999; Kajiya et al., 2001). In 

addition, Firestein and colleagues used an adenovirus vector to induce 

expression of the I7 receptor gene in the OSNs and used both electro-

olfactograms (EOGs) and calcium imaging to detect odorant responses 

(Araneda et al., 2000). The findings from these studies can be summarized 

as follows: 1) a given OR can have high specificity for certain molecular 
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features (e.g., functional groups); 2) an OR type can have high tolerance for 

certain molecular features (e.g., structural variations at the tail of the 

molecule); 3) different odorants are recognized by distinct combinations of 

ORs; 4) there is a concentration effect of odorant on the OR response. 

In summary, current evidences suggest that an OSN only expresses 

one OR. Odorant specificity of an OR appears to be affected by the 

functional group, the molecular structure, and the concentration of an 

odorant. Therefore, an odorant may activate different types of OSNs, 

depending on odorant specificity of the OR they express. 

Olfactory Bulb 

 Anatomical and Functional Organization 

The olfactory bulb (OB) is a neural structure protruding from the 

forebrain, specialized for processing olfactory information (Nolte, 2002). In 

most mammals except humans and higher primates, the olfactory bulb is 

composed of two subregions, the main olfactory bulb (MOB) and the 

accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) (Mori, 1987). The MOB receives sensory 

input from the olfactory epithelium and sends its output to the olfactory 
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cortex (Shepherd et al., 2004). The AOB, on the other hand, receives input 

from the vomeronasal organ, the function of which is believed to be 

pheromone detection (Mori, 1987). The following sections will focus on 

functional organization of the MOB since the vomeronasal organ appears to 

be absent in adult humans. 

 The MOB is a laminated; each lamina is composed of distinct cell 

types and organization (Allison, 1953). The laminae are termed, from the 

surface inward: the olfactory nerve layer (ONL); the glomerular layer (GL), 

which is composed of approximately 2000 glomeruli (spherical neuropils) 

and numerous periglomerular (PG) cells  (a local interneuron type); the 

external plexiform layer (EPL), where the cell bodies of middle tufted cells 

(Tm, a principle neuron type) and dendrites of mitral/tufted cells (a principle 

neuron type) are distributed; the mitral cell layer (MCL), which is a thin 

layer formed by somata of mitral cells; the internal plexiform layer (IPL), 

which contains fibers and dendrites of granule cells (a local interneuron 

type); the granule cell layer (GRL), where cell bodies of granule cells are 

distributed; and the subependymal layer (SEL, or periventricular zone, PVZ), 

which is the innermost layer surrounding the intrabulbar part of the lateral 

ventricle (Mori, 1987) (figure 2). 
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Principle neurons in the MOB are mitral and tufted cells, which are 

responsible for processing and relaying olfactory information to the 

olfactory cortex. In mammals, somata of mitral cells are 15—30 μm in 

diameter; tufted cells are slightly smaller in size, with somata 15—20 μm in 

diameter. Tufted cells have three subpopulations: external (Te), middle (Tm), 

and internal (Ti) tufted cells, and each of which has a distinct morphology 

and laminar distribution. Both mitral and tufted cells have a primary 

dendrite that extends and arborizes inside specific glomeruli, where it 

synapses with OSN axons and PG dendrites (Pinching and Powell, 1971; 

Mori et al., 1999). Secondary (basal) dendrites of the mitral cells, Tm and Ti 

extend laterally in the EPL, forming dendrodendritic reciprocal synapses 

with granule cells (Price and Powell, 1970a). The basal dendrites make 

excitatory synapses onto granule cell dendrites and the excitatory 

neurotransmitter is glutamate (Wellis and Kauer, 1994; Isaacson and 

Strowbridge, 1998; Schoppa et al., 1998). Finally, mitral cells, Tm and Ti and 

partial Te extend their axons deep into the olfactory bulb, where they come 

together to form the lateral olfactory tract, which terminates in the 

olfactory cortex (Mori et al., 1999; Wilson and Stevenson, 2003). 
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There are two main types of local interneurons in the MOB: the PG 

cells and the granule cells.  PG cells are distributed within the glomerular 

layer of the OB. The cell body of a PG cell is 6—8 μm in diameter, among 

the smallest neurons in the brain (Pinching and Powell, 1971; Shepherd et 

al., 2004). Dendrites of PG cells arborize into one glomerulus (or at times 

two glomeruli), where they make synaptic connections with OSN axons 

(axodendritic synapses) and with primary dendrites of the mitral/tufted 

(M/T) cells (reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses) (Pinching and Powell, 

1971). PG cells are believed to be GABAergic (Ribak et al., 1977; Halasz et 

al., 1979) and dopaminergic (Halasz et al., 1977) and are postulated to form 

inhibitory synapses onto M/T cells (Trombley and Shepherd, 1997).  

Granule cells are axonless and small, with somata 6—8 μm in 

diameter (Price and Powell, 1970b). The cell bodies form a thick lamina 

(GRL) deep in the OB. Each granule cell gives rise to a process (peripheral 

dendrite) toward the OB surface, arborizing within the EPL, and its deep 

dendrites are distributed in the GRL. The granule cell-to-M/T part of the 

dendrodendritic synapse is inhibitory (Mori and Takagi, 1978) and the 

neurotransmitter used at this synapse is GABA (Ribak et al., 1977; Halasz et 

al., 1979), which is received by GABAa receptors of M/T cells (Isaacson and 
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Strowbridge, 1998) leading to increased membrane permeability to Cl
-
 ions 

(Nowycky et al., 1981). Finally, recent data indicate that voltage-gated 

calcium channels play an essential role in GABA release at the 

dendrodendritic synapse during reciprocal feedback inhibition (Isaacson, 

2001).  

Most PG and granule cells are generated postnatally and continue to 

be generated and replaced in the adult (Bayer, 1983). They are generated in 

the anterior horn of the lateral ventricle and travel to the MOB via the 

rostral migratory stream (Doetsch et al., 1997; Coskun and Luskin, 2002). 

This continuous replacement and incorporation of local interneurons in the 

circuits has been suggested to be important for adaptive behaviors and 

olfactory memory in adult animals (Rochefort et al., 2002).  

Glomeruli come in different sizes, from 20—40 μm in diameter in fish 

and amphibians to 100—200 μm in diameter in rabbits and cats (Shepherd 

et al., 2004). Glomeruli are suggested to be functional units for odor 

processing in the MOB (Mori and Yoshihara, 1995; Hildebrand and 

Shepherd, 1997), glomerular modules (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997; Mori 

et al., 1999). There is increasing evidence supporting this suggestion. First, 

individual glomeruli show responses to specific sets of odors (Leveteau and 
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MacLeod, 1966; Rubin and Katz, 1999; Fried et al., 2002; Wachowiak et al., 

2004). Second, M/T cells that innervate the same glomerulus have similar 

odor tuning or molecular receptive range (Buonviso and Chaput, 1990; 

Imamura et al., 1992; Mori et al., 1992; Katoh et al., 1993). Third, there is 

interaction between neighboring glomerular modules, such as lateral 

inhibition (Meredith, 1986; Wilson and Leon, 1987; Yokoi et al., 1995; 

Isaacson and Strowbridge, 1998). 

The MOB has two major inputs: sensory input from OSNs in the 

olfactory epithelium and centrifugal (top-down) input from the higher brain 

regions.  Axons of the OSNs fasciculate to form the olfactory nerve that 

passes through the cribriform plate and forms the outermost layer of the 

olfactory bulb, the ONL (Shepherd, 1972a). Individual axons that express 

the same OR gene then further coalesce into a bundle before terminating in 

glomeruli (Treloar et al., 2002). These axons form excitatory synapses on 

dendrites of the M/T and PG cells using glutamate as the neurotransmitter 

(Berkowicz et al., 1994). As mentioned earlier, OR expression is confined 

within zones on the olfactory epithelium, and this zonal expression 

corresponds to zonal glomerular innervations in the MOB  (Mori et al., 

1999).  
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Centrifugal inputs to the MOB come from several regions of the brain, 

including the anterior olfactory nucleus (AON), the piriform cortex, the 

horizontal limb of the diagonal band (HDB), the locus coeruleus and the 

raphe nucleus (Broadwell and Jacobowitz, 1976; Davis and Macrides, 1981; 

Mori, 1987). Axons of pyramidal cells in the AON and piriform cortex form 

excitatory synapses mostly with granule cells, suggesting inhibitory 

feedback loops back to the MOB. Fibers from the locus coeruleus provide 

noradrenergic (NA) input and are distributed in the granule cell layer (GRL), 

the IPL, and the glomerular layer (GL). Serotonergic input is from the dorsal 

raphe nucleus, the fibers of which terminates in the GRL and the GL. 

Cholinergic input is sent from the HDB and terminate in all portions of the 

OB, with particularly heavy termination in the IPL and GL (Nickell and 

Shipley, 1993). In summary, each MOB input has a distinctive laminar 

projection within the MOB, implicating different effects and power of 

modulation from the higher centers.  

Cell Populations 

The convergence ratios of OSNs to the glomerular module are very 

high: OSNs to glomeruli, 25000:1; OSNs to mitral cells, 1000:1; OSNs to 

tufted cells, 500:1, based on the estimation of cell numbers in (Allison, 
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1953). The high OSNs to M/T cells ratios may have functional significance in 

temporal synchronization and noise reduction in odor sampling. The ratios 

of local interneurons to principle neurons are also high: PG to mitral is 

estimated to be 20:1, and granule to mitral to be 50—100:1, suggesting an 

important role of intrinsic circuits for information processing in the MOB 

(Shepherd, 1972b). Although estimations of these ratios vary in different 

species and developmental stages (Meisami, 1989; Royet et al., 1998), the 

fact remains that there are high convergence ratios of OSNs and local 

interneurons onto the glomerular module. 

Odor Processing in the Olfactory Bulb 

Odor processing in the OB has been mainly investigated at two 

different levels: global odor representation in the glomerular layer and 

odor coding of the principle (mitral/tufted) cells (Hildebrand and Shepherd, 

1997). Studies of the former utilized different techniques to visualize odor-

evoked activity patterns of the glomerular sheet, including [
14

C]2-deoxy-D-

glucose (2-DG) (Sharp et al., 1975), voltage-sensitive dye (Kauer et al., 1987), 

c-fos mRNA (Guthrie et al., 1993), Ca
2+

 sensitive dye (Friedrich and 

Korsching, 1997), high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) (Yang et al., 1998), and intrinsic optical signal imaging (Rubin and 
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Katz, 1999). Glomerular activity detected by these techniques reflects 

changes in energy consumption within its neighboring areas and/or 

neuronal activity of the underlying neural circuits. These studies found 

spatially overlapping but distinct patterns elicited by different odorants, 

which are commonly termed odor images, odotopic maps or epitopic maps. 

Several principles have emerged from these studies. First, odorants tend to 

evoke activity patterns in which activated glomeruli are often observed in 

the medial and lateral OB. Second, different odorants evoked distinct odor 

images. Third, the odor image for a given odorant is constant across 

animals. Fourth, glomerular activity encodes both odor identity (e.g., 

functional groups) and odor concentration. A given odor stimulus may 

activate more glomeruli with higher concentration. Fifth, patterns evoked 

by odorants having the same functional group (e.g., aldehyde) are 

correlated.  

Interestingly, a recent study suggested that even glomerular modules 

that together form a specific odor map might not be functionally equal 

(Kobayakawa et al., 2007). Kobayakawa and colleagues showed that 

genetically wiping out glomeruli in the dorsal domain of the mouse OB 

abolished innate fear responses to a fox odor. However, the mutant mice 
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were capable of detecting the odor using glomeruli in the ventral domain of 

the OB. In other words, this sub-population of glomerular modules might 

have hard-wired connections to the emotional center (amygdala) of the 

mice. The modular odor processing in the OB is evolutionarily reasonable, 

as natural selection would favor those individuals who are able to avoid 

odors of natural enemies without experience, which is often fatal.  

Evidence for this hypothesis has been provided by two recently published 

studies (Miyamichi et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011). Miyamichi and 

colleagues showed that the cortical amygdala preferentially receives input 

from the dorsal OB. In addition, Sosulski and colleagues presented evidence 

that specific groups of glomeruli have stereotypical projection patterns in 

the cortical amygdala. 

In summary, the topographic odor maps not only represent intrinsic 

properties of odorant molecules but also provide an excellent spatial 

reference for investigating odor encoding and processing by the principle 

(mitral/tufted) cells in the OB. In addition, recent studies reveal that odor 

processing is not just dependent on experience. Instead, there are hard-

wired odor processing channels that are necessary for innate odor 

responses. 
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By using in vivo extracellular recording, Mori and colleagues showed 

that M/T cell activities encode the stereochemical structure of odor 

molecules, including the length or structure of a hydrocarbon chain, a 

functional group, and the position of the functional group in the structure  

(Imamura et al., 1992; Mori et al., 1992; Katoh et al., 1993). Like the OSN, a 

mitral or tufted cell has its molecular receptive range (MRR), which to some 

extent reflects odor tuning of the OSNs that express the same OR gene 

(Malnic et al., 1999; Touhara et al., 1999). However, in contrast to the MRR 

of an OSN, the odor repertoire that excites an OSN, M/T cells also have 

inhibitory MRRs (Mori and Yoshihara, 1995). The suppressive odor 

responses may be produced by different layers of inhibitory interneurons 

through feed-forward, feedback, and lateral inhibition (Nowycky et al., 

1981; Mori, 1987; Yokoi et al., 1995; Isaacson and Strowbridge, 1998).  

Odor-evoked excitation and suppression of M/T cells have also been 

shown in studies using in vivo intracellular recording (Hamilton and Kauer, 

1985, 1989; Cang and Isaacson, 2003). Hamilton and Kauer showed that an 

odor response of a cell can be a complex temporal combination of 

suppression and excitation. The combination is sensitive to stimulus 
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concentration. Cang and Isaacson also observed intensity-dependent odor 

responses in the M/T cells. 

Using intracellular recording, Friedrich and Laurent observed complex 

temporal firing patterns in zebrafish M/T cells in response to 16 amino acid 

odorants (Friedrich and Laurent, 2001). They showed that the average 

correlation between M/T cell responses within the initial and the following 

time windows (400-ms long; 100-ms increments) decreased over time, 

suggesting that variability of single-cell temporal odor responses increased 

in the course of odor stimulation. In addition, they used principle 

component analysis (PCA) to analyze the neural ensembles (treating the cell 

population as a whole). Their results showed an initial (at 200 ms) 

clustering of similar odorants in principle component space and de-

clustering of ensemble responses over time (until 2000 ms). These results 

suggested that the cell population may initially recognize the 16 odorants 

as several groups but may gradually treat them as single odorants during 

odor stimulation.  Together, this study suggested that temporal activity 

patterning of the M/T cells may play an important role in encoding and 

discrimination of odors. 
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In summary, current evidence suggests that odor information is 

processed by glomerular modules of the OB that appear to utilize both 

spatial and temporal coding mechanisms. As temporal coding is absent in 

the OSNs, it may be mainly contributed by inhibitory circuits of the OB. 

Odor Learning in the Olfactory Bulb 

Evidence for olfactory perceptual learning has been shown by 

Fletcher and Wilson wherein prolonged novel odor exposure (50 seconds) 

caused a shift in M/T cell optimal molecular receptive range (MRR) 

(Fletcher and Wilson, 2003). These experience-induced changes are 

interesting and may be related to an enhancement of odor discrimination. 

Additional evidence for perceptual learning in 2
nd

-order neurons was found 

in the antennal lobes of the locust (Stopfer and Laurent, 1999). Stopfer and 

Laurent discovered that repeated odor stimulation can induce gradual 

synchronization of antennal lobe projection neuron spikes and local field 

potential (LFP) oscillations. This synchronization during odor sampling, once 

established, can last for several minutes, and thus may be related to short-

term odor memory. Learning-induced changes in mitral cell synchrony have 

also been demonstrated in rodents (Doucette et al., 2011). 
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Operant olfactory conditioning can also induce changes in odor-

evoked LFP oscillations in the OB (Ravel et al., 2003; Martin et al., 2004). 

Ravel and colleagues trained the rats to discriminate odor pairs using the 

go-no go task and simultaneously recorded LFP in the OB. They found that 

the odor-evoked beta (15-40 Hz) oscillation was stronger in the expert 

(well-trained) rats than in the naïve rats, while the gamma (60-90 Hz) 

oscillation depressed after training (Ravel et al., 2003). Because the operant 

conditioning paradigms (e.g., a go-no go task) may take animals weeks to 

master, the changes in LFP oscillations may be related to long-term 

olfactory memory. 

Odor learning can be facilitated by important biological events, such 

as giving birth (Kendrick et al., 1992), and forming mother-infant 

attachment (Moriceau et al., 2010). Kendrick and colleagues found that 

after a lamb giving birth, there is a significant increase in the number of 

M/T cells that are tuned to lamb odors, with a subset of cells specifically 

tuned to the odor of its own lamb. This effect is associated with increased 

release of acetylcholine and norepinephrine in the OB. Furthermore, only 

own lamb odor induces a significant increase in local glutamate and GABA 

concentrations, suggesting that inhibitory mechanisms in the OB might play 
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a role in enhancing odor discrimination between complex odor mixtures 

(alien versus own lamb odors). 

 Olfactory Cortex 

Anatomy and Synaptic Organization 

The olfactory cortex is usually defined as the set of cortical areas that 

receive direct synaptic input from the MOB, including the anterior olfactory 

nucleus (cortex), the olfactory tubercle, the piriform cortex, the cortical 

amygdaloid nucleus, the anterior rudiment of the hippocampus and the 

lateral entorhinal area (Price, 1973). With the exception of the lateral 

entorhinal cortex, each of these is composed of three layers, instead of the 

six layers that commonly constitute a neocortex. A three-layer cortex is 

considered a phylogenetically older type and thus the olfactory cortex has 

been termed paleocortex (Neville and Haberly, 2004). Among all the 

subregions, the piriform cortex is the largest component of the olfactory 

cortex. It receives a large portion of synaptic input from the M/T cells and 

relays olfactory information to a number of brain regions (Price, 1973; 

Haberly and Price, 1978). Moreover, fibers from higher brain centers and 
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neuromodulatory systems also terminate in the piriform cortex, 

theoretically providing top-down modulation (Haberly, 2001). These 

properties together make the piriform cortex the major target for 

investigating central odor processing and odor learning. Given the 

importance of the piriform cortex in the olfactory pathway, in this section, I 

will mainly focus on reviewing piriform cortex anatomy, physiology, and 

functionality.  

The piriform cortex is a laminated structure with three basic layers: a 

superficial plexiform layer (layer I), a compact cell body layer (layer II), and 

a deep polymorphic cellular layer (layer III) (Price, 1973) (figure 3). Layer I 

contains dendrites of pyramidal cells, fiber systems and a small number of 

interneurons. It has two distinct subdivisions: Ia and Ib. Axons from the M/T 

cells terminate exclusively in layer Ia, while association fibers of pyramidal 

cells from the whole olfactory cortex heavily distribute in layer Ib (Price, 

1973; Luskin and Price, 1983). Layer II contains cell bodies of the principle 

neurons – semilunar cells (in layer IIa) and superficial pyramidal cells (in 

layer IIb) (Price, 1973). It only receives minor association fiber projections 

from subregions of the olfactory cortex (Luskin and Price, 1983). Layer III is 

composed of deep pyramidal cells and several non-pyramidal cell types. 
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Density of the pyramidal cells in layer III is moderate but decreases with 

increasing depth. Like layer Ib, layer III also receives heavy association fiber 

projections from several intracortical regions (Haberly and Price, 1978; 

Luskin and Price, 1983). 

The piriform cortex can be subdivided into anterior and posterior 

piriform cortex (aPCX and pPCX, respectively), based on differences in 

neuronal organization and fiber systems (Price, 1973; Haberly and Price, 

1978). Functional differences between aPCX and pPCX have been recently 

reported in rodents and humans (Gottfried et al., 2006; Kadohisa and 

Wilson, 2006). Both indicated that aPCX is responsible for odor identity 

encoding (e.g., rose or jasmine odor), and pPCX codes for odor similarity 

(e.g., floral or wood odors). 

Pyramidal cells in the piriform cortex are similar to those found in 

other primary sensory cortices and are about 15-25 μm in diameter (Price, 

1973). Both superficial and deep pyramidal cells have an apical dendrite 

that shoots upward perpendicularly to the surface. Their basal dendrites 

arborize downward into deep layer II and layer III. And both pyramidal cell 

types have myelinated deep-directed axon. The axon has unmyelinated 

branches that give rise to association fibers that terminate both within the 
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olfactory cortex and back into the OB. Like pyramidal cells, single semilunar 

cells have a spiny apical dendrite and a deep-directed axon that gives rise 

to associational projections. In contrast to pyramidal cells, they lack basal 

dendrites and do not project back to the OB  (Haberly and Price, 1978). 

Interestingly, cell death of semilunar cells occurs within 24 hours following 

removal of the OB (Heimer and Kalil, 1978; Leung and Wilson, 2003). 

Physiological properties of the two principle neuron types in layer II 

have been investigated by Suzuki and Bekkers using in vitro patch-clamp 

recordings (Suzuki and Bekkers, 2006). They showed that superficial 

pyramidal (SP) cells are likely to fire bursts of action potentials in response 

to in vivo-like stimuli, whereas semilunar (SL) cells only fire nonbursting 

action potentials. Moreover, synapses between M/T cell axons and SP cells 

dendrites show greater paired-pulse facilitation than those between M/T 

cells and semilunar cells. Finally, these two kinds of neurons show different 

latencies in response to naturalistic stimuli. The differences between these 

two principle neuron types in firing rates and latency may suggest two 

coding strategies for odor processing in the piriform cortex. Recently, 

Suzuki and Bekkers indicated that SP and SL cells belong to two laminarly 

segregated subcircuits in the piriform cortex: SP cells (in layer IIb) receive 
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stronger associational (intracortical) excitatory inputs, while SL cells (in 

layer IIa) receive stronger afferent input from the OB. 

Odor Processing in the Piriform Cortex 

In contrast to topographic odor representation in the OB, odor 

information in the piriform cortex is represented by sparse and spatially 

distributed sets of cells (Illig and Haberly, 2003; Rennaker et al., 2007; 

Stettler and Axel, 2009). This distributed cortical representation results 

from diffuse excitatory projections from individual glomeruli in the OB 

(Apicella et al., 2010; Sosulski et al., 2011) and convergence of synaptic 

inputs from multiple glomeruli to single neurons in the piriform cortex 

(Apicella et al., 2010; Davison and Ehlers, 2011; Miyamichi et al., 2011). 

Although prominent spatial coding is absent in the piriform cortex, 

temporal coding seems to be preserved in the neural ensemble (Rennaker 

et al., 2007).  

In addition to non-topographic odor representation, principle 

neurons in layer II/III piriform cortex exhibit several distinct features that 

separate them from M/T cells in the OB. First, odor habituation is stronger 

in layer II/III aPCX neurons than in the M/T cells (Wilson, 1998). With either 

repeated short (2 s) or prolonged (50 s) odor stimulation, odor-evoked 
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activity of aPCX neurons greatly decreased, whereas M/T cell activity 

remained. As we are often habituated to odors in the environment soon 

after initial encounter, these results imply that conscious odor perception 

might be formed in the cortical areas.  

Second, in contrast to neighboring M/T cells that often have 

continuous MRR (Yokoi et al., 1995), neighboring neurons in aPCX do not 

necessarily have the same or similar MRRs (Rennaker et al., 2007). In fact, 

individual neurons in the piriform cortex respond to several structurally 

distinct odorants (Rennaker et al., 2007; Poo and Isaacson, 2009; Stettler 

and Axel, 2009). These results may reflect spatially distributed axonal 

projections along with specific axonal convergence from homogeneous M/T 

cells to the piriform cortex.  

When habituated to a binary odor mixture, the M/T cells show 

stronger habituation to the components than aPCX neurons do (Wilson, 

2000b), suggesting that odor processing is more synthetic in the piriform 

cortex than in the OB. This difference is even more prominent when 

animals process complex (10-component) odor mixtures (Barnes et al., 

2008). Individual M/T cells are sensitive to minor changes in mixture 

components, whereas neurons in the piriform cortex appear to tolerate the 
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absence of minor components (pattern completion). Together, these 

results reflect bulbar convergence projections on neurons in the piriform 

cortex and suggest that neurons in aPCX have different MRR properties 

than the M/T cells do. 

Neurons in the piriform cortex also encode odor intensity, as more 

neurons can be activated by odor stimulation with higher concentration 

(Stettler and Axel, 2009). 

Neuromodulation in the Piriform Cortex 

Neural modulation is one of the major mechanisms underlying long-

term changes in nervous circuits and, the olfactory system is no exception. 

There is a large body of in vitro studies about cholinergic synaptic 

modification (Linster and Hasselmo, 2001) and its role in learning-induced 

intrinsic property changes of neurons in the piriform cortex (Barkai and 

Saar, 2001). Acetylcholine is important for olfactory associative learning 

and memory (De Rosa and Hasselmo, 2000; Saar et al., 2001); it causes a 

depolarization of the membrane potential of pyramidal cells (Tseng and 

Haberly, 1989; Barkai and Hasselmo, 1994) and increases the excitability of 

piriform cortex neurons in vivo (Zimmer et al., 1999). In the piriform circuit, 

acetylcholine has a stronger suppressing effect on excitatory intrinsic fiber 
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synapses than afferent synapses (Hasselmo and Bower, 1992) and also 

suppresses inhibitory synapses (Patil and Hasselmo, 1999). Although it 

suppresses both excitatory and inhibitory synapses, acetylcholine enhances 

associative long-term potentiation (LTP) in the piriform cortex (Hasselmo 

and Barkai, 1995; Patil and Hasselmo, 1999). This synaptic modification may 

result from suppression of inhibitory synapses, as this NMDA-dependent 

associative LTP requires blockade of GABAergic innervations of the piriform 

cortex (Kanter and Haberly, 1993). Blockade of acetylcholine by the 

muscarinic cholinergic antagonist scopolamine impairs rule learning of 

olfactory discrimination tasks (Saar et al., 2001). However, scopolamine 

does not affect already formed single-unit receptive fields in rats’ piriform 

cortex (Wilson, 2001). Like acetylcholine, norepinephrine also has greater 

suppressive effects on intrinsic than afferent synaptic transmission 

(Hasselmo et al., 1997) and may result in an  enhancement of neuronal 

responses to the afferent input relative to internal activity – an 

enhancement of signal-noise ratio (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990). 

Olfactory Learning in the Piriform Cortex 

Non-associative odor learning (odor habituation) has been shown in 

layer II/III aPCX neurons by using in vivo single-unit recording in 
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anesthetized rats (Wilson, 2000a). Wilson showed no cross-habituation 

(reduction in odor response to a second odor after previous habituation to 

the first odor) in aPCX neurons between closely related alkane 

hydrocarbons, suggesting that aPCX neuron responses are more odor-

specific than odor-feature specific. The odor specificity may be modulated 

by acetylcholine, as scopolamine (a muscarinic receptor antagonist) 

enhances odor generalization (Wilson, 2001).  

Operant conditioning can also induce plasticity in piriform cortical 

odor responses. Schoenbaum and colleagues recorded aPCX (Roesch et al., 

2007) and pPCX (Calu et al., 2007) single-unit activity while the rats were 

learning to discriminate a new odor pair (~50 trials) and after the criterion 

had been achieved (60-100 trials). The behavioral paradigm (a go-no go 

task) involved association of an odor pair with positive (go) and negative 

(no go) rewards. Results indicated that aPCX and pPCX single units can 

become tuned to the cue odors in the course of the training, although at 

different rates. Interesting, these units appeared to code not only for odor 

quality but also for odor meaning (positive or negative), as several single 

units stopped responding when the odor association values had been 

reversed. As olfactory operant conditioning involving odors has been shown 
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to induce plasticity in multiple cortical areas (Mouly et al., 2001; Mouly and 

Gervais, 2002), the associative encoding in the piriform cortex might be 

contributed by inputs from associational projections from the orbitofrontal 

cortex (Illig, 2005) and the amygdala (Majak et al., 2004).  

The piriform cortical circuit is hypothesized to be the place where 

analytical odor inputs become synthetic olfactory perception (Wilson, 

2000a; Haberly, 2001; Wilson and Stevenson, 2003).  This hypothesis is 

gaining more support from recent anatomical and physiological findings 

(Davison and Ehlers, 2011; Miyamichi et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011). 

Other than sensory processing features, a number of studies have revealed 

associative features of the piriform cortex (Schoenbaum and Eichenbaum, 

1995; Johnson et al., 2000; Calu et al., 2007; Roesch et al., 2007), which has 

not been seen in other primary sensory cortices.  

SUMMARY 

Olfaction begins when airborne molecules enter the nasal cavity, 

where they dissolve in the mucus layer of the olfactory epithelium, perhaps 

with the help of odorant binding proteins. Combinations of odorant 
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molecules with suitable olfactory receptors on the cilia activate a cascade 

of reactions that depolarize membrane potentials of the olfactory sensory 

neurons. This is when chemical signals are transduced into electrical signals 

in the olfactory pathway. Electrical signals that contain odor information 

are conveyed to the glomerular layer of the olfactory bulb where they are 

further processed by circuits of glomerular modules using spatial and 

temporal coding strategies. The output neurons in glomerular modules 

then send electric signals to the olfactory cortex, where the odor percept is 

believed to be synthesized and tagged with value. Therefore, when we 

smell an odor, we smell not only the odor quality (e.g., new house or new 

car) but also intensity, familiarity, and emotional meanings (e.g., 

pleasantness or aversiveness) of the odor. 

As noted earlier, perceptual learning and operant conditioning can 

induce plasticity in the piriform cortex. However, effects of aversive 

classical conditioning on cortical odor processing have not been reported. 

Rosenkranz and Grace have shown enhanced cued odor-evoked firing in 

neurons in the lateral nucleus of the amygdala after odor-shock 

conditioning (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2002). Because their recordings were 

performed in anesthetized rats, it raised a question as to how we can 
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translate the results into awake state conditioning.  Therefore, it may be 

better to investigate effects of classical conditioning on cortical odor 

processing by recording piriform single-unit activity in awake animals. 
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A 

 

B 

 

Figure 1. Olfactory epithelium. A, Schematic olfactory epithelium. B, 

Olfactory transduction models. (cAMP and IP3 pathways).   AC III, adenylyl 

cyclase type III. Gαolf, β, γ, subunits of the olfactory G-protein. IP3, Inositol 

trisphosphate.  OBP, odorant binding protein. OR, odorant receptor. PLC, 

phospholipase C. [Adapted from Buck and Axel, 1991; Buck, 1996]. 
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Figure 2. Lamination and components of mammalian olfactory bulb. 

Lamination from top to bottom: ONL, olfactory nerve layer. GL, glomerular 

layer. EPL, external plexiform layer. MCL, mitral cell layer. IPL, internal 

plexiform layer. GRL, granule cell layer. SEL, subependymal layer. 

Components: a, axon. d, dendrites. G, granule cell. M, mitral cell. Md, dorsal 

mitral cell. ON, olfactory nerve fivers. Te, external tufted cell. Ti, internal 

tufted cell. PG, periglomerular cell.   [Adapted from Mori, 1987]. 
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Figure 3. Lamination and principle neurons of piriform cortex. Excitatory 

inputs: OBa, afferent input from olfactory bulb. IAa, intercortical 

associational afferent input., RA, recurrent associational input. Principle 

neurons: DP, deep pyramidal cell. S, semilunar cell. SP, superficial 

pyramidal cell. 
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Olfactory Aversive Learning and Behaviors in Rodents 
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INTRODUCTION 

Learning from past aversive experiences is critical for animals to 

survive in the environment. An aversive, or fearful, event often involves 

multiple sensory modalities and different learning types, such as associative 

and contextual learning (LeDoux, 2000). Studies of aversive learning, 

especially in the auditory pathway of rats, have revealed that nuclei in the 

amygdala and their interconnections are crucial for aversive learning 

(LeDoux, 2000).  

Aversive events involving a particular odor(s) are commonly 

experienced in nature, and fear learning in animals has been discovered 

across phylogeny (Davis, 2004). Traditionally, studies of olfactory aversive 

learning used odor-shock conditioning (Sullivan et al., 1989; Davis, 2004; 

Sevelinges et al., 2004). Odor-shock conditioning uses the freezing behavior 

of animals as an index to measure fear responses elicited by an olfactory 

cue, the conditioning stimulus (CS). Even though the freezing behavior can 

be easily observed, it can be difficult to accurately discriminate between 

freezing and motionlessness. In contrast, two-way active avoidance, which 

requires the subject to leave the occupied compartment and enter the 
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adjacent compartment in response to the CS, is much easier to evaluate 

behavioral responses (Darvas et al., 2011). 

The goal of this chapter is to explore two-way active avoidance 

conditioning and evaluate whether this paradigm could be used for future 

ensemble recordings from awake, behaving animals. To my knowledge, 

there is only one other description of olfactory cued active avoidance 

(Owens et al., 1996), and thus the data are compared with the more 

traditional auditory cued active avoidance. In this chapter, I will present our 

data on two-way active avoidance with a tone or an odor cue as the CS and 

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using this paradigm in chronic 

unit recording in freely behaving rats. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Subjects. 10 male Long-Evans hooded rats (250-450g) were used as 

subjects (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA). Animals were 

housed individually in polypropylene cages on a 12-hour light/dark cycle, 

with food and water available ad libitum. Animal care protocols and all 

experiments were approved by the Nathan S. Kline Institute IACUC and in 

accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines. 
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Odor Stimulation. A monomolecular odorant, propyl butyrate, was used in 

the behavioral training (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.). Odor stimuli were presented 

for 5 sec from an odor port in the center of the plastic cover of the 

behavioral chamber via a flow-dilution olfactometer (1 LPM) and were 

manually operated (Fig. 1A). Odors were presented with an interval of at 

least 60 seconds and at random distances from the animals’ noses given 

their free mobility.  

Tone stimulation. A 5-second continuous tone (75 dB max; 27 Hz) was 

produced by two speakers mounted at two ends of the behavioral chamber 

(Fig. 1A) and each was manually controlled by the experimenter.  

2-way active avoidance paradigm. Behavioral experiments were conducted 

in a custom chamber with a shock grid floor (56 cm x 20 cm x 21.5 cm, 

Lafayette Instrument, Lafayette, IN) (Fig. 1A). The shock grid floor 

comprised two independent grid systems (left and right) and each was 

connected to a DC stimulator. A transparent plastic cover was made for the 

chamber to allow easy observation of the behavioral responses and prevent 

rats from jumping out during training. A green plastic barrier was placed in 

the middle of the chamber with its height about 5 cm above the shock grid 

level. Different color papers with distinct patterns were glued onto the 
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inner plastic walls to create two visually distinct compartments (left and 

right) in the chamber.  

10 naïve rats were randomly separated into two groups, 5 in each, 

and were trained with either a tone as the CS (the rats were named from T1 

to T5, T refering to tone) or an odor as the CS (from O1 to O5, O refering to 

odor). All rats were allowed to explore the chamber for 15 minutes on the 

day before the first training session. Daily training began with a rat placed 

on the metal grid in one compartment of the chamber with the cover on. 

During a trial, the CS (tone or odor stimulus) was given to the rat 

continuously for 5 seconds and was followed by 3-second 1-mA electric 

foot shock. Since the electric shock was only delivered to the floor of the 

compartment a rat was in, to escape or avoid foot shock, a rat had to jump 

over the barrier to the adjacent compartment of the chamber. There were 

three possible behavioral responses in each trial: a successful avoidance 

response, which is defined as a rat actively jumping in response to the CS to 

the safe side before shock was delivered; an escape response in which a rat 

jumped to the safe side after shock onset; and a failed trial where a rat did 

not move to the opposite side before or during delivery of foot shock. 

Behavioral training was consisted of 40 trials a day for 5 consecutive days. 
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Animals were allowed to have at least 24 hours of rest after the last trial on 

the previous training day. The avoidance rate of each rat was measured as 

the number of successful avoidance responses observed in 10 trials (a 

block). 

Data analysis. Behavioral data were analyzed using SPSS (IBM Corporation). 

A mixed ANOVA was conducted to access whether there were paradigm (a 

between-subjects variable) and training block (a within-subjects variable) 

differences in avoidance rates. The homogeneity assumption, known as 

sphericity, is required for mixed ANOVA. Sphericity requires equal variances 

and covariances for levels of the within-subjects variable at each level of 

between-subjects variable. When this assumption is violated, depending on 

the degree of violation, a corrected analysis result can be acquired using 

the Greenhouse-Greisser, the Huynh-Fildt, or the Lower-bound correction. 

Sphericity was also tested for data analysis using repeated-measures 

ANOVAs. 

RESULTS 

Two active avoidance paradigms (tone and odor) were conducted on 

10 rats (2 groups, 5 in each group) for behavioral training.  
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Rats can learn to actively avoid auditory and olfactory signals that are 

associated with danger 

We first looked at the results on the first training day. In the rats that 

were trained with tone signals, there was a significant main effect of 

training blocks on avoidance rates (repeated-measures ANOVA; F (3, 12) = 

9.755, p < 0.01) (Fig. 1B), indicating that in general, the rats performed 

different tone avoidance behavior in different training blocks. Pair-wise 

comparisons indicated that block 1 was significantly different from block 3 

(p < 0.05) and 4 (p< 0.05). In addition, there were significant linear (F (1, 4) 

= 17.442, p < 0.05) and cubic (F (1, 4) = 8.182, p < 0.05) trends in the data, 

suggesting that the more blocks the rats had, the more likely the rats 

performed avoidance.  

Similarly, in the odor training rats, there was a significant main effect 

of training blocks (repeated-measures ANOVA, F (3, 12) = 4.567, p < 0.05) 

(Fig. 1C). Thus, we compared individual blocks via pair-wise comparisons 

and found that that block 1 was significantly different from block 2 (p < 0.05) 

and block 4 (p < 0.01).  Furthermore, tests of within-subject contrast 

indicated a significant linear trend (F (1, 4) = 16.732, p < 0.05), suggesting 

that the rats had better performance as the training went on.  
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Together, the results suggested that even on day 1, the rats were 

able to associate both CS types with upcoming dangerous events, as shown 

by animals actively jumping into the opposite (safe) side of the chamber in 

response to the CS. Furthermore, the results indicated a linear relationship 

between avoidance rates and training blocks, suggesting that the more 

training the rats had, the better they performed. Finally, pair-wise 

comparisons of the training blocks indicated that significant training effects 

could be observed in the rats in the first two blocks (20 trials) in the tone 

avoidance rats and in the first block (10 trials) in the odor avoidance rats 

(Fig. 1B&C). 

We then looked at learning performances of the rats in the course of 

the five-day training period. First, we found that each rat in both groups 

had a unique learning curve during the training (Fig. 2A&B). A mixed 

ANOVA with Huynh-Feldt correction was conducted to accesses whether 

there were paradigm and block differences in avoidance rates during the 

training. Results indicated a significant main effect of training blocks, F 

(15,391, 123.131) = 7.137, p < 0.001, but not of paradigm, F (1, 8) = 0.203, p 

= 0.664. In addition, the blocks main effect was not qualified by a significant 

interaction between blocks and paradigm, F (15,391, 123.131) = 1.503, p = 
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0.112. Together, the results suggested that even though, as a general rule, 

rats in both groups performed differently among blocks, tone training rats 

did not perform differently from odor training rats.   

Dichotomy of the rats in training performances 

As mentioned earlier, each rat had distinct abilities in learning active 

avoidance. We noted that several rats appeared to have limited learning 

capacity for avoidance conditioning. For example, among tone training rats, 

T-4 never performed over 20% avoidance in a block and T-3 only reached 

60% once during the training (Fig. 2A). The majority of the rats were able to 

continuously improve or maintain their daily best avoidance rate per block 

up to 70% or better (T-1, T-2, T-5, O-2, O-4, and O-5). However, more 

training did not necessarily lead to higher avoidance rates in every rat, as T-

3 and T-4 showed declines in their performances in the course of the 

training (Fig. 2A). A dichotomy in performance of the rats was most 

apparent by day 3, when we were able to clearly separate them into good 

(T-1, T-2 and T-5; O-2, O-4 and O-5) and poor (T-3 and T-4; O-1 and O-3) 

learners, based on whether they had reached 50% avoidance in any block 

on that day (Fig. 2A&B).  
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Among the poor tone learners, T-3 and T-4’s avoidance rates 

deteriorated over time and remained poor until the end of the training (Fig. 

2A). It may be because these two rats appeared to settle for escaping 

(jumping after foot shock was delivered) instead of actively avoiding foot 

shock. In contrast, among the poor learners in odor training, O-1 seemed to 

be able to pick up the skill after day 3, and O-3 was able to reach 50% 

avoidance on day 4 (Fig. 2B). On day 5, O-1 improved its daily best 

avoidance rate to 70% and had become one of the good learners. These 

differences between the two paradigms might be attributed to individual as 

well as paradigm differences.  

In summary, there was a clear performance dichotomy between the 

rats with tone avoidance conditioning, while the same performance 

dichotomy was not as robust in odor training rats. 

Rapid acquisition but poor behavioral retention  

In the course of the five-day training, the rats appeared to acquire 

avoidance conditioning in each daily training session but forgot the newly 

learned behavior by the first training block of the next day (blocks 5, 9, 13, 

and 17) (Fig. 2A&B). In the tone training group, pair-wise comparisons 

indicated significant differences between blocks 4 and 5 (p = 0.023), blocks 
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8 and 9 (p = 0.021), blocks 12 and 13 (p = 0.018), and blocks 16 and 17 (p = 

0.043) (Fig. 2A). In other words, mean avoidance rates of the rats declined 

after every 24-hour rest, suggesting poor behavioral retention for tone 

avoidance conditioning. However, the results with odor training rats 

revealed a different story. There was no significant difference between 

blocks 4 and 5 (p=0.051), blocks 8 and 9 (p=0.12), and blocks 12 and 13 (p = 

0.07); the only significant difference was found between blocks 16 and 17 

(p=0.006) (Fig. 2B). Together, the results suggested that behavioral 

retention was worse in tone training rats than in odor training ones, even 

though their behavioral patterns were similar. 

Another way to investigate poor behavioral retention was to only 

look at mean avoidance rates in the first block of each day (blocks 1, 5, 9, 

13, and 17) (Fig. 3). We first assessed whether there was a linear 

relationship between the avoidance rates and training days (Fig. 3A). Data 

of the tone training group showed a low linear correlation between the 

avoidance rate and training day (R
2
 = 0.06), as only 6% of the variance in 

avoidance rates can be associated with the variance in training days. The 

slope of the trend line is -0.012, suggesting that the avoidance rates were 

slightly decreased as the training went on. Odor avoidance data indicated a 
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higher linear correlation between the avoidance rates and training days (R
2
 

= 0.4), as 40% of the variance in avoidance rates can be associated with the 

variance in training days. The slope of the trend line was 0.03, suggesting 

that the avoidance rates was slightly increased with the rats having more 

training.  

In summary, avoidance conditioning in my design, on average, could 

be quickly learned by the rats in one training day. However, the rats 

appeared to have difficulty retaining the behaviors, as shown by significant 

differences between avoidance rates of the final blocks of one day and the 

first blocks of the next day.  

DISCUSSION 

My two-way avoidance data have confirmed previous findings that 

rats can use both auditory and olfactory signals to avoid upcoming 

dangerous events (Rohrbaugh et al., 1971; Hutton et al., 1974; Owens et al., 

1996). Furthermore, our data are consistent with a study by Owens and 

colleagues that odor-cued animals had faster acquisition and better 

retention than tone-cued animals (Owens et al., 1996). The results also 

confirm several studies that have shown a dichotomy in active avoidance 

performance in subject populations (Torras-Garcia et al., 1997; Choi et al., 
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2010) – i.e., some animals fail to learn the active avoidance behavior and 

inappropriately freeze instead.  

Neural mechanisms underlying active avoidance have been 

investigated in two recent studies (Choi et al., 2010; Darvas et al., 2011) (Fig. 

4). Choi and colleagues showed that the lateral and basal nuclei of the 

amygdala are essential for the performance of two-way active avoidance 

responses; lesions of these two areas impaired avoidance performance. 

Moreover, they showed that the central nucleus of the amygdala is not 

required for active avoidance, and may in fact constrain the instrumental 

avoidance response. In addition, Darvas and colleagues reported that 

dopamine (DA) signaling in the amygdala and the whole striatum is 

essential for acquiring two-way active avoidance. However, after prolonged 

overtraining, DA signaling in the striatum alone was sufficient to maintain 

two-way active avoidance, while DA signaling in the prefrontal cortex and 

the amygdala together was insufficient to maintain the behavior. 

One of the goals of this study was to evaluate the possibility of using 

olfactory active avoidance conditioning for ensemble recordings from 

awake, behaving rats. As noted above, results have shown that the rats 

were able to use olfactory cues in two-way active avoidance conditioning. 
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The question is whether this paradigm is for ensemble recordings from 

awake, behaving rats? The advantages of this paradigm include: 1) 

simplicity of training, 2) speed of behavior acquisition, 3) ease for 

experimenters to observed odor-evoked behavioral responses, and 4) 

known underlying plasticity in multiple brain regions that mediate the 

learning. The disadtantages of this paradigm include: 1) requirement of 

animal movements, which may create electrical noise and movement 

artifacts in chronic recordings, 2) the foots hock, which itself can create 

electrical noise, 3) variability between animals in avoidance learning, 4) 

required multi-day training to induce reliable performance in some animals, 

and 5) variance of intensity and timing of odor stimuli, as locations of 

animal within the chamber cannot be controlled.  

Together, these disadvantages outweighed the advantages and, I 

instead chose to use standard odor-shock conditioning, with freezing as the 

dependent behavioral variable. As described in Chapter 3, rats rapidly learn 

this task, movement artifacts are reduced, and the paradigm can be 

modified to examine both changes in learned fear and changes in odor 

acuity. 
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A 

 

B                                              C 

       

Figure 1. Mean avoidance rates in blocks of 10 trials in the rats. A, The 

custom modified shuttle box used in the behavioral training. B, Rats can be 

trained to perform active avoidance in response to a tone signal (75 dB, 27 

Hz). Mean avoidance rates were significantly different in blocks 3 and 4 

from in block 1. C, Odors signal (propyl butyrate) can also evoke active 

avoidance behaviors in the rats. Mean avoidance rates were significantly 

different in blocks 2 and 4 from block 1. There were 4 blocks per day. Error 

bars represent s.e.m.. Asterisk: p < 0.05. 

 

 

 

 

 

* * 
* * 
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A 

 
B 

 
Figure 2. Performance curves for active avoidance training sessions over 

five days. A, Learning curves of the rats (T-1 to T-5) that were trained with 

tone cues. B, Learning curves of the rats (O-1 to O-5) that were trained with 

odor cues. Red dashed lines indicate 70% avoidance rate. Error bars 

represent s.e.m..  
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Figure 3. Relationships between mean first block avoidance rates and 

training days. Data represent average first block avoidance rate of tone 

(green diamonds) and odor (red squares) training rats. Green and red lines 

represented linear regressions for data of tone and odor training rats, 

respectively. 
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Figure 4. Hypothesized (Choi et al., 2010) neural pathways within the 

amygdala for two aversive conditioning paradigms. The red pathway 

represents a neural pathway for classical fear conditioning. The green 

pathways represent possible neural pathways for two-way active avoidance 

conditioning with tone and odor cues. LA, the lateral nucleus of the 

amygdala. B, the basal nucleus of the amygdala. AB, accessory basal 

nucleus of the amygdala. CE, the central nucleus of the amygdala. CO, the 

cortical nucleus of the amygdala.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

Generalized versus Stimulus-specific Learned Fear Differentially 

Modifies Stimulus Encoding in Primary Sensory Cortex in Awake 

Rats 
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ABSTRACT 

Experience shapes both central olfactory system function and odor 

perception. In piriform cortex, odor experience appears critical for 

synthetic processing of odor mixtures. Synthetic odor processing 

contributes to perceptual learning and perceptual acuity, as well as 

contributing to memory for events and/or rewards associated with odors. 

Although reward-related odor learning has shown to induce plasticity in the 

piriform cortex, how aversive odor learning affects cortical odor processing 

is still unclear. Here, we examined the effect of odor fear conditioning on 

piriform cortical single-unit responses to the learned aversive odor, as well 

as its effects on responses to similar odors (overlapping mixtures) in freely 

moving rats. We found that odor-evoked fear responses were training 

paradigm-dependent. Simple association of a CS+ odor with foot shock (US) 

led to generalized fear (cue-evoked freezing) to similar odors. However, 

after differential conditioning, which included trials where a CS- odor (a 

mixture overlapping with the CS+) was not paired with shock, freezing 

responses were CS+ odor-specific and less generalized. Pseudo-conditioning 

led to no odor-evoked freezing. These differential levels of stimulus control 

over freezing were associated with different training-induced changes in 

single-unit odor responses in anterior piriform cortex (aPCX). Both simple 

and differential conditioning induced a significant decrease in aPCX single-

unit spontaneous activity compared to pre-training levels while pseudo-

conditioning did not. Simple conditioning enhanced mean receptive field 

size (breadth of tuning) of the aPCX units, while differential conditioning 

reduced mean receptive field size.  These results suggest that generalized 

fear is associated with an impairment of olfactory cortical discrimination. 

Furthermore, changes in sensory processing are dependent on the nature 

of training, and can predict the behavioral outcome of the training. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The olfactory system involves a memory-based odor processing 

function that allows its acuity to be constantly shaped by experience 

(Wilson and Stevenson, 2006). This function enables animals to not only 

identify myriad novel odors and odor combinations in the environment, but 

also associate odors with their ecological significance, which is critical for 

adaptive behavior. Experience-dependent perceptual changes (perceptual 

learning) and their underlying neural plasticity have been reported across 

phylogeny from the 1
st

- to 3
rd

- order neurons in the olfactory system (Davis, 

2004).  

In mammals, while robust experience-dependent plasticity is 

expressed in the olfactory bulb (Freeman and Schneider, 1982; Sullivan et 

al., 1989; Brennan et al., 1990; Fletcher and Wilson, 2003; Ravel et al., 2003; 

Mandairon et al., 2006; Doucette et al., 2011), the piriform cortex appears 

to play a special role in experience-dependent odorant perceptual synthesis 

and odor object formation (Haberly, 2001; Kadohisa and Wilson, 2006; 

Barnes et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008).   

Work on olfactory perceptual learning has focused on enhanced 

acuity for learned or familiar odors (Cleland et al., 2002; Wilson, 2003; Li et 
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al., 2008; Moreno et al., 2009). Thus, molecularly similar odorant molecules 

that initially cannot be perceptually distinguished by naïve animals become 

discriminable with appropriate experience (Cleland et al., 2002; Fletcher 

and Wilson, 2002; Li et al., 2008). This improved acuity is associated with 

changes in the olfactory bulb (Fletcher and Wilson, 2003; Moreno et al., 

2009; Doucette et al., 2011) and piriform cortex (Kadohisa and Wilson, 

2006; Li et al., 2008; Chapuis and Wilson, 2010). Associative learning, for 

example, linking an odor with a specific biologically relevant meaning such 

as reward, can also modify olfactory bulb (Freeman and Schneider, 1982; 

Sullivan et al., 1989; Brennan et al., 1990; Ravel et al., 2003; Moreno et al., 

2009; Doucette et al., 2011) and piriform cortical odor coding and 

physiology (Saar et al., 2002; Saar and Barkai, 2003; Kadohisa and Wilson, 

2006; Calu et al., 2007; Roesch et al., 2007). 

However, in some situations acuity appears to be reduced by 

experience.  For example, standard fear conditioning involving pairing of a 

CS+ with a footshock can induce a generalized fear response to many 

stimuli in some way similar to the CS+.  This has been demonstrated in a 

variety of sensory modalities and paradigms (Pavlov, 1927; Honig and 

Urcuioli, 1981; Shepard, 1987; Armony et al., 1997).  Work in the auditory 
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system suggests that this fear generalization is in part mediated by changes 

within the sensory system itself, with an apparent loss of sensory acuity 

mediating the generalized response to stimuli the same as, or similar to, 

the CS+ (Armony et al., 1997; Ito et al., 2009).  Differential conditioning, in 

contrast, where both a CS+ (e.g., predicting footshock) and a CS- (predicting 

no footshock) are used during conditioning, induces much less 

generalization and instead induces learned responses that are highly 

specific to the stimulus (Pavlov, 1927; Rescorla, 1976; Ito et al., 2009). 

The present study had two primary goals.  First, most work on 

changes in adult olfactory cortical single-unit responses to learned odors 

has relied on appetitive tasks (Saar et al., 2002; Kadohisa and Wilson, 2006; 

Calu et al., 2007; Roesch et al., 2007). Here, using chronic recording of 

anterior piriform cortical single units, we examined whether aversive 

conditioning could similarly modify olfactory cortical odor responses.  

Second, by using both standard (CS+ only) and differential (CS+ and CS-) 

fear conditioning, we tested the hypothesis that piriform cortical odor 

coding could be shifted in two opposing directions, depending on the 

nature of the conditioning and in concert with the learned behavioral 

response to odor (generalized or selective odor-evoked fear). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Subjects. 27 male Long-Evans hooded rats (250-450g) were used as 

subjects (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA). Animals were 

housed individually in polypropylene cages on a 12-hr light/dark cycle, with 

food and water available ad libitum. Animal care protocols and all 

experiments were approved by the University of Oklahoma IACUC and the 

Nathan S. Kline Institute IACUC and in accordance with National Institutes 

of Health guidelines. 

Odor Stimulation. Odors used were the monomolecular odorant 

limonene and a mixture (10C) that had 10 monomolecular odorants each at 

a concentration of 100 ppm based on vapor pressure and dilution in 

mineral oil. See Fig. 1A for a list of the components and mixtures.  Other 

odors included 10C-1 (10C with isoamyl acetate removed), 10C-2 (10C with 

isoamyl acetate and nonane removed) and 10CR1 (10C with isoamyl 

acetate replaced by 2-methyl-2-buten-1-ol), identical to those used 

previously (Barnes et al., 2008). Odors were presented (5 sec) to the 

behavioral chamber via a flow-dilution olfactometer (1 LPM) that was 

controlled by a programmed script in Spike 2 (Cambridge Electronic Design, 
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UK). Odors were presented with an interval at least 60 seconds and at 

random distances from the animals’ noses given their free mobility.  

Electrodes. Extracellular recordings were obtained by using a drivable 

bundle of ten, 25-µm-diameter (38-µm-diameter with insulation) Formvar-

insulated Nichrome wires (A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA). A guide tube 

holding the wires was a 27-gauge thin wall cannula (Small Parts, Miami 

Lakes, FL). The electrode design was identical to those used previously 

(Roesch et al., 2007). 

Surgical Procedures. Naïve animals were anesthetized and kept 

unconscious with an isoflurane anesthesia system (E-Z Systems, Palmer, PA) 

throughout the surgical process. The microwire bundle was chronically 

implanted in the left hemisphere and cemented on the rat’s skull, with the 

tip slightly above or within aPCX (1.0 mm anterior to the bregma, 4 ~ 4.5 

mm laterally, and 5 ~ 6 mm ventral to the surface of the brain). 

Immediately after the surgery, prior to recovery from anesthesia, an 

antibiotic and analgesic were subcutaneously injected in the rats 

(Enrofloxacin, 5 mg/kg; Buprenorphine, 0.01 mg/kg for analgesia, and 12 

hours later). Animals were given two weeks for recovery from surgery 

before initial training sessions. 
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Fear-conditioning paradigm. Behavioral experiments were conducted 

in one of two custom chambers with a shock grid floor (Lafayette 

Instrument, Lafayette, IN or Coulbourn Instruments, Whitehall, PA). Rats 

were randomly divided into three groups: standard, differential, and 

pseudo-training groups. The standard training group received 10 trials of a 

5-second 10C (CS+) odor followed by a 1-sec, 0.4-0.5 mA electric foot shock. 

The inter-trial interval for standard training was 120 seconds. The 

differential training group had a 5-sec 10C (CS+) odor paired with a foot 

shock and a 5-sec CS- odor (10C-2 or 10cR1 in different rats) with no foot 

shock. In differential conditioning, the rats received 10 CS+ and shock 

pairings as in standard conditioning, but in addition received 30 CS- trials 

randomly interspersed with the CS+ trials. Inter-trial interval in all cases was 

120 seconds. The pseudo-training group received unpaired 5-sec 10C and 

foot shock, and each was randomly presented for 10 times. For this group, 

10C presentations were kept at least 120 seconds apart to prevent 

olfactory habituation.  Behavioral and neural testing was performed at least 

24 hours after training. 

Behavioral cue-evoked freezing tests. For behavioral analyses, 24 

hours after training, a retention test was carried out in a transparent acrylic 
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testing chamber (10” W x 9.5” Lx 6” H) different from the training chambers. 

During testing, all rats were randomly presented with 10C, 10C-1, 10C-2, 

10CR1 and limonene 3 times each and odor-evoked freezing (motionless 

except for breathing, slightly arched posture) was scored in response to 

each odor stimulus. All behaviors were also monitored by video. For 

behavior-only rats, the video camera was shooting from the side of the 

chamber, and this angle provided good visualization of freezing behavior of 

the rats. For chronically recorded rats, the camera was positioned above 

the chamber to record the freezing behavior from the top. This shooting 

angle caused problems of accurately visualizing freezing behavior in these 

rats. Thus, behavioral data and neural data are from different animals, 

although training and testing protocols were identical. The behavioral data 

were collected by a graduate student in the lab, Dylan Barnes and the 

behavioral tests were not blind. 

Chronic single-unit recording. For animals used for single-unit 

recordings, behavioral training was conducted following several days of 

baseline recordings. The same three conditioning groups were used for 

behavioral testing: standard training, differential training, and pseudo-

training. Post-training recordings sessions occurred over several days to 
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increase recording yield, thus before each daily post-training recording 

session, a reminder session (3 trials, paired or unpaired odor-shock) was 

given to the corresponding groups. 

Data acquisition. Neural data were collected by a Multichannel 

Acquisition Processor system (Plexon, Dallas, TX). Two weeks following the 

surgery, animals were placed in a custom testing chamber (10” W x 10” L x 

22” H) to record neural activity in piriform cortex. A DC fan was mounted 

on the wall and constantly drew air out of the chamber (Fig. 3A). In a 

recording session, neural data were continuously recorded while the animal 

was repeatedly presented with test odors. Test odors were 3 mixtures, 10C, 

10C-1, and 10CR1 and 1 single odorant, limonene. At least 3 of the 4 tested 

odors were given to the animals for at least 3 times. Before each session, 

recordings were screened for quality of unit activity. If no isolatable spikes 

were found across all electrodes, recording was terminated for the day. The 

implanted wire bundles were lowered daily at the end of each session to a 

new recording site. The daily advancing distance was ~80 µm before 

reaching the depth of 6 mm, and it was then reduced to ~40 µm thereafter. 

After the advance, rats had at least a 24-hour rest before the next 

recording session (Schoenbaum et al., 2003). Recordings in aPCX (based on 
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histological analyses) before odor training were used as the pre-

conditioning baseline. Data collected during the odor-shock training session 

were not analyzed due to excessive electrical noise generated by the shock 

system and movement artifacts from the shocked rats. Post-training 

recordings were conducted in the same way as baseline recordings, with 

electrode bundles advanced each day. The same recording procedures 

were used in all three conditioning groups. 

Data analysis. Neural data recorded by the Plexon system were 

transformed into a format compatible with Spike2 and were analyzed off-

line using Spike2’s template sorting features. Before template sorting, most 

channels were bandpass-filtered at 300 to 3000 Hz using digital filters in 

Spike2. A threshold of spike amplitude was set to collect waveforms larger 

than 2.5:1 signal-to-noise ratio (Katz et al., 2002) (Fig. 3D). Isolations of 

single units were initially done using the template-matching function in 

Spike2. Each template was generated based on at least 60% match in 

shapes of the initial eight waveforms. Once a template was established, 

more similar waveforms are added into the template. Once the template 

matching was accomplished for all qualified waveforms in neural data of a 

recording session, non-action potential waveforms, such as electrical noise 
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and movement artifacts were manually removed from the templates using 

visual examination and the waveform-cutting function in Spike2. The 

identification of non-action potential waveforms was based on shapes, 

amplitudes, and whether they were simultaneously observed in multiple 

channels. Waveforms in different templates were finally examined using 

principle component analysis (PCA), in which clusters of action potentials 

were shown in principle component space. The cluster-cutting algorithm in 

Spike2 was used at this stage to further identified single units. Each single 

unit was required to have an inter-spike interval of at least 1-2 milliseconds. 

Typically, 1-3 units could be isolated on an active channel. Neural data 

collected 6 mm below the brain surface or deeper were considered to be 

from neurons in layer II/III of the piriform cortex and were confirmed by 

histological data (Fig. 2).  

Odor-evoked activity was determined by spike counts from 

cumulative peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) (from 5 seconds before 

and 10 seconds after odor onset, and with 100-ms bin width) based on 3 

stimulus repetitions (Fig. 3E). A significant excitatory response of a single 

unit to a test odor was defined as odor-evoked activity that was at least 

20% larger than the spontaneous activity (Fig. 3E). A significant suppression 
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was defined as a 20% or greater decrease in odor-evoked activity compared 

to spontaneous activity. The 20% value was chosen to provide a measure of 

reliable responses and corresponds to the magnitude of odor-evoked 

activity commonly observed in the olfactory cortex (Wilson, 1998). The 

critical factor in defining responses was selection of a standard measure 

that was applied to all recordings in all groups before and after training to 

assay learning-induced changes.  The large bin widths were chosen because 

in this paradigm, odor stimuli were presented randomly to an animal that 

could be located anywhere within the conditioning chamber at stimulus 

onset. Thus precise timing of stimulus-response characteristics, as for 

example in odor-nose-poke paradigms (Calu et al., 2007; Roesch et al., 2007) 

was not possible. However, we were able to find reliable odor-evoked 

responses even in this more naturalistic paradigm. 

Spike trains of units recorded from animals before and after training 

were analyzed for spontaneous activity rate, odor-evoked response 

probability, excitatory and suppressive response probability, and receptive 

field size (tuning breadth). Receptive field size of a single unit was 

calculated as the percentage of test odors to which a single unit showed a 

significant excitatory or suppressive response.  
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Histology. Following the final day of recording, implanted rats were 

given an overdose of urethane and then perfused transcardially with 0.9% 

saline followed by 10% formaldehyde. Brains removed from the skulls were 

stored in a 30% sucrose/10% formaldehyde solution for later sectioning. 

The brains were sectioned coronally at 40 µm, mounted on the slides, and 

stained with cresyl violet or nuclear fast red. Electrode tracks and recording 

locations were verified under a light microscope and images were acquired 

using a digital camera (Fig. 2). 

RESULTS 

Three odor-fear conditioning paradigms were used to train 12 rats (3 

groups, 4 in each group) for behavioral analysis. Animals used for chronic 

recording received the same kind of training, but due to difficulties in 

accurately visualizing freezing behavior while recording in this system, 

behavioral and neural data are from different rats. Neural activity was 

recorded in aPCX from 15 freely moving rats (standard training, n = 6; 

differential training, n = 4; pseudo-training, n = 5). A total of 528 aPCX 

single units were isolated and analyzed. 
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Olfactory fear generalization is dependent on nature of the training   

Rats were trained in standard, differential or pseudo odor-shock 

conditioning and odor-evoked freezing was measured in a different context 

24 hours after training (Fig. 1B). A mixed ANOVA was performed, with 

group (standard, differential and pseudo) and odor (10C, 10C-1, 10C-2, 

10CR1 and limonene). The 3 training groups showed distinct odor-evoked 

fear responses (Fig. 1C), with significant main effects of odor, F(4, 50) = 4.00, 

p < 0.01, and training groups, F(2, 50) = 60.60, p < 0.0001). Pseudo-trained 

rats did not show significant freezing in response to any test odor (Fig. 1C, 

pseudo).  The standard training group, which had 10C as the CS+, showed 

significant freezing responses to 10C and the overlapping mixtures, 10C-1, 

10C-2 and 10CR1, as well as to limonene (Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.05)  (Fig. 1C, 

standard). There was no significant difference in freezing across all test 

odors, suggesting that the acquired fear of 10C was generalized to the 

other odors. In contrast, the differential training group, which was trained 

to associate 10C (CS+) with foot-shock and 10C-2 or 10CR1 (CS-) with safety 

(no shocks), showed significant freezing to 10C only. Furthermore, 10C 

evoked significantly stronger freezing than 10C-1, 10CR1 or limonene 

(Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.05). The results suggest that differential training 
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induced highly odor-specific fear, while standard training induced highly 

generalized odor fear.  In separate animals we examined whether these 

disparate behavioral outcomes were associated with changes in cortical 

odor processing. 

 

Neural responses 

A total of 528 single units were isolated from 15 animals. In the 

standard training group, we recorded from 95 units before training and 121 

units after training. In the pseudo-trained group, we recorded from 54 units 

before and 55 units after training. In the differential group, we recorded 

from 122 units before and 87 units after training.  Both spontaneous and 

odor-evoked activity were compared within each group before and after 

training. Mean number of single-units isolated from individual animals > 30. 

 

Non-specific decreases in aPCX spontaneous activity associated with 

olfactory aversive learning 

We first examined spontaneous aPCX single-unit activity, and there 

was a main effect of training groups (one-way ANOVA, F(5, 528) = 5.39, p < 

0.0001). There was no significant difference in spontaneous activity across 
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the three conditioning groups pre-training. However, both standard and 

differential training induced a significant decrease (Fig. 4) in average 

spontaneous firing rate in aPCX neurons (Fisher’s PLSD, standard group, p < 

0.0001; differential group, p < 0.005). No significant change was observed 

in pseudo-trained rats. Thus, regardless of the specific paradigm, odor fear 

conditioning induced a decrease in aPCX spontaneous activity that was not 

observed after pseudo-conditioning.  

 

Training paradigm-dependent changes in aPCX odor-evoked activity 

We first looked at the proportion of single units that showed an 

excitatory response to the test odors before (pre) and after (post) training. 

We found a trend toward a non-odor-specific decrease in the proportion of 

single units that showed excitatory (>20% increase from baseline) 

responses to the test odors in the standard and differential training groups 

(Fig. 5 B1 & C1). In the standard training group, however, only the 

proportion of limonene-responsive single units was significantly decreased 

(x
2
 = 4.19, p = 0.04) (Fig. 5 B1). In the differential training group, a decrease 

was found in the proportion of single units responding to 10CR1 (x
2
 = 4.70, 

p = 0.03) and 10C-1 (x
2
 = 10.35, p = 0.001) (Fig. 5 C1). Both standard and 
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differential training induced a significant decrease in the proportion of units 

showing excitatory responses to odor (any of the 4 test odors) compared to 

pre-training (Fig. 5 A1) (mixed ANOVA, a significant main effect of training, 

F(1, 9) = 5.98, p = 0.037; paired t-test (t = 5.66, df = 3), p = 0.011; paired t-

test (t = 4.135, df = 3), p = 0.026). Finally, there was no change in the 

proportion of excitatory responses after pseudo-conditioning (Fig. 5 A1).  

In contrast to excitatory responses, the proportion of units showing 

suppressive responses was significantly enhanced after standard training 

(Fig. 5 A2; mixed ANOVA, a significant main of training, F(1, 9) = 19.680, p < 

0.01; paired t-test (t = -6.4, df = 3), p = 0.008), with no change after 

differential or pseudo-conditioning.  The enhancement in suppressive 

responses was not stimulus-dependent, and was expressed significantly by 

limonene (x
2
 = 11.87, p < 0.001), 10C (x

2
 = 5.71, p = 0.017), and 10CR1 (x

2
 = 

9.35, p = 0.002) (Fig. 5 B2). Other than a significant increase in suppressive 

responses to 10C-1 (x
2
 = 5.10, p = 0.02), no clear training-induced pattern 

was found in the differential group (Fig. 5 C2).  
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Training paradigm-dependent changes in aPCX single-unit receptive field 

breadth 

Receptive field (RF) size of each aPCX single unit before (pre) and 

after (post) training was calculated as the proportion of the test odors that 

evoked either a significant excitatory response or a significant inhibitory 

response.  

There was no difference across groups in receptive field size pre-

conditioning.  Furthermore, receptive field size was not modified post-

pseudo-conditioning. However, standard training (which induces 

generalized odor fear) resulted in a significant increase in mean single-unit 

total receptive field size in aPCX compared to pre-training levels (repeated-

measures ANOVA, a significant main effect of paradigm x training, F(2, 528) 

= 3.96, p = 0.02; t-test (t = -2.44, df = 189.33), p = 0.015) (Fig. 6 A, Standard). 

This increase was predominantly due to an increase in receptive fields for 

suppressive responses (Fig. 6 B; repeated-measures ANOVA, a significant 

main effect of training, F(1, 528) = 13.9, p < 0.001; t-test (t = -4.84, df = 214), 

p < 0.001), even though standard training did induce a significant decrease 

in excitatory receptive field size (Fig. 6 B; repeated-measures ANOVA, a 

significant main effect of training, F(1, 528) = 8.03, p = 0.005; t-test (t = 2.1, 
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df = 189), p = 0.034).  In contrast, differential training, which led to odor-

specific fear, induced a decrease in mean total receptive field size, although 

this was not quite significant (t-test (t = 1.57, df = 207), p = 0.118) (Fig.6 A 

Differential). Differential conditioning did, however, induce a significant 

decrease in mean excitatory RF size (repeated-measures ANOVA, a 

significant main effect of training, F(1, 528) = 8.03, p = 0.005; t-test (t = 3.35, 

df = 204), p = 0.001) (Fig. 6 C).  Thus, standard conditioning which induced 

generalized, non-odor-specific fear also resulted in a decrease in odor 

selectivity of aPCX single units, while differential conditioning, which 

induced relatively odor-specific fear, resulted in an increase in odor 

selectivity of aPCX single-units.  Pseudo-conditioning induced no detectable 

change in receptive fields.  

 

Learned changes in cortical single-unit virtual ensembles 

Virtual ensembles of piriform cortical single units were created from 

merged recordings across animals within each training condition (Kadohisa 

and Wilson, 2006; Barnes et al., 2008; Chapuis and Wilson, 2010). Given the 

relatively high proportion of units that did not show reliable responses to 

odors, only those cells that were excited (as defined above) by at least one 
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of the test odor mixtures were included here (Standard conditioning, Pre, n 

= 47, Post, n = 58; Differential conditioning, Pre, n = 67; Post, n = 31; 

Pseudo-conditioning, Pre, n = 37, Post, n = 28).  Bivariate correlations 

between odor-evoked firing rates (spike count during 5-sec odor 

stimulation – pre-stimulus spike count) within each ensemble for the 10C-1 

and 10CR1 odors relative to the 10C CS+ odor were examined in both the 

pre-training and post-training sessions.   

In these freely moving animals with extensive initial exposure to the 

odors during the pre-training sessions, both 10C-1 and 10R1 responses 

were strongly decorrelated from the 10C CS+ responses within all three 

conditioning groups prior to conditioning and there were no differences 

between groups during pre-conditioning (10c vs 10C-1, mean (± SEM) 

ensemble correlation across the 3 groups, r = 0.01 ± 0.04; 10C vs 10CR1, r = 

-0.03 ± 0.11).  The ensemble response decorrelation of odors, however, 

was modified in a task-specific manner post-conditioning (Fig. 7). Standard 

conditioning produced a small increase in cortical ensemble response 

correlation between the CS+ odor and similar mixtures.  This should have 

the effect of enhancing the similarity of these odors. Differential 

conditioning, in contrast, induced enhanced response decorrelation of the 
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CS+ odor from similar mixtures, increasing the difference in encoding of 

these odors.  Finally, pseudo-conditioning produced a dramatic increase in 

correlation (p < 0.05) between the odor responses, again reflecting 

enhanced similarity of their encoding within the piriform cortex. Though 

the standard and differential conditioning-induced changes in cortical 

ensemble response correlation were small, they correspond to the distinct 

changes in odor selectivity of the learned odor-evoked fear responses in 

these two groups.  

DISCUSSION 

The present results demonstrate that increases and decreases in 

apparent odor perceptual acuity are associated with specific, opposing 

changes in anterior piriform single-unit receptive fields and virtual 

ensembles recorded in freely moving rats.  Thus, standard odor-shock 

conditioning, which results in generalized freezing responses to odorant 

mixtures overlapping with the CS+, was associated with an increase in 

piriform cortical single-unit odor receptive field width and an increase in 

cortical ensemble response correlation of odor mixtures with the CS+.  In 

contrast, differential odor-shock conditioning, using both a CS+ and CS-, 

induced freezing responses relatively specific to the CS+ odor, a decrease in 
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single-unit receptive field width and enhanced ensemble response 

decorrelation of the mixtures from the CS+.  Pseudo-conditioning induced 

no freezing and no receptive field changes though it did significantly 

enhance correlation between overlapping mixtures. The increased 

response correlation in the pseudo-trained rats may reflect a decrease in 

acuity for similar odors with no significant meaning (Chapuis and Wilson, 

2010). In addition to these paradigm-specific changes, both standard and 

differential conditioning, but not pseudo-conditioning reduced 

spontaneous firing rates, as recorded in the conditioning chamber. This 

reduction could enhance signal-to-noise ratios of odor-evoked activity, 

although given the observed decrease in odor-evoked excitatory responses, 

the effect on signal-to-noise ratios is unclear. Together, the results suggest 

that cortical and behavioral olfactory acuity can be either increased or 

decreased, based on experience, and that generalized fear may reflect not 

only changes in emotion circuits such as in the amygdala, but also changes 

within early sensory pathways. 

The difference in neural and behavioral outcomes between the 

standard and differential conditioning paradigms has been suggested to 

reflect the fact that comparative judgments between stimulus pairs are not 
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required in the single-CS (standard training) paradigms, whereas they are 

an essential ingredient for the discriminative (differential training) 

paradigms (Guttman and Kalish, 1956; Ganz, 1962; Honig and Urcuioli, 

1981). The comparative nature of differential conditioning presumably 

involves higher centers that utilize olfactory information for associative 

memory and decision making, such as the amygdala (Sullivan et al., 2000; 

Rosenkranz and Grace, 2002; Roesch et al., 2010), orbitofrontal cortex 

(Schoenbaum et al., 2003), entorhinal cortex (Kay and Freeman, 1998) and 

hippocampal formation (Wiebe and Staubli, 2001; Knafo et al., 2005). For 

example, odor-shock conditioning has been demonstrated to modify CS+ 

odor-evoked responses in the basolateral amygdala (Sullivan et al., 2000; 

Rosenkranz and Grace, 2002; Hegoburu et al., 2009).  These networks 

presumably interact to help shape odor processing in the piriform cortex 

via feedback connections (see below).  

We have recently observed similar task-dependent enhancement and 

reduction of behavioral and piriform cortical sensory acuity using appetitive 

tasks (Chapuis and Wilson, 2010).  Although not directly comparable, both 

this study and theirs showed strong behavioral generalization and 

increased cortical response correlation after specific training protocols.  
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Whether the mechanisms of these changes induced by appetitive and 

aversive conditioning are the same is unclear.  Work in humans suggests 

stimulus generalization is greater after aversive conditioning than after 

appetitive conditioning (Schechtman et al., 2010).  Further work will be 

required to explore differences between these paradigms. 

In addition to changes in sensory-evoked activity, single-unit 

spontaneous activity was also significantly decreased after either standard 

or differential conditioning, but not after pseudo-conditioning. The 

suppression of spontaneous firing could in part be mediated by 

norepinephrine, which is released by the locus coeruleus during novel or 

arousing events (Foote et al., 1980; Sara et al., 1994). This possibility is 

supported by: 1) norepinephrine release in aPCX is enhanced by foot shock 

in rats; this effect can last at least 20 min. (Smith et al., 2009); 2) 

norepinephrine has been reported to excite inhibitory interneurons and 

enhance both frequencies and amplitudes of IPSPs in pyramidal cells of the 

PCX (Gellman and Aghajanian, 1993); 3) norepinephrine has been shown to 

suppress excitatory afferent and intrinsic fiber synaptic transmission in the 

piriform cortex (Hasselmo et al., 1997). A computational modeling study 

utilizing these data showed clear norepinephrine-mediated suppression of 
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spontaneous activity of pyramidal cells in PCX (Hasselmo et al., 1997). This 

suppression of spontaneous firing may enhance the signal-to-noise ratio in 

the piriform cortex, as also suggested in the inferior colliculus (Voytenko 

and Galazyuk, 2010). This effect could enhance detection of odor cues in a 

dangerous environment and perhaps enhance separation of cue odors from 

background odors. However, much of the observed changes in odor-evoked 

activity were in suppressive type responses.  Thus, it is unclear whether this 

model contributes to the observed, learned neurobehavioral effects of 

aversive conditioning. Furthermore, the effects of norepinephrine on 

olfactory responses are not just suppressive, as norepinephrine also 

enhances entrainment of piriform cortical single units to respiration 

(Bouret and Sara, 2002) and enhances mitral cell responses to olfactory 

sensory neuron input (Jiang et al., 1996).  Thus, again a contribution from 

either changes in local inhibitory circuitry (Zhang et al., 2006; Suzuki and 

Bekkers, 2007; Poo and Isaacson, 2009) or higher order centers such as the 

amygdala (Luna, 2011), orbitofrontal cortex (Cohen et al., 2008) or 

entorhinal cortex (Ferry et al., 1996) may contribute to this observed 

spontaneous activity decrease. 
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In fact, in support of a potential change in local inhibitory circuitry, as 

noted above, much of the overall increase in receptive field breadth in the 

standard conditioning rats was due to an increase in inhibitory receptive 

field size.  Standard conditioning actually reduced excitatory receptive field 

size, as did differential conditioning. In naïve animals, inhibitory 

interneurons in piriform cortex are much more broadly odor-responsive 

than pyramidal cells (Poo and Isaacson, 2009).  Whether the enhancement 

in suppressive response tuning after standard conditioning was due to 

further broadening of inhibitory interneuron receptive fields or increased 

effectiveness of this inhibition on an already suppressed firing rate is not 

clear and is under investigation.  

Although previous recordings in awake rats using a differential 

association appetitive task (go/no-go test) have shown odor-specific 

changes in aPCX-evoked activity (Roesch et al., 2007), differences in aPCX 

responses we recorded before and after training appear to be non-odor-

specific (Fig. 5 B1-2 & C1-2). This difference may result from different aPCX 

plasticity requirements to reach behavioral criteria for the paradigms. 

Rapidly acquired aversive conditioning can quickly modify odor-evoked 

post-synaptic potentials in neurons of the lateral nucleus of the amygdala 
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(Rosenkranz and Grace, 2002), which may contribute to odor-evoked 

freezing behaviors. When fast responses are needed, precise CS-US 

association may not be required in the piriform cortex. In contrast, the 

slowly acquired olfactory discrimination tasks often involve complex rule 

learning and spatial learning (Saar et al., 1998, 1999; Cleland et al., 2002) 

and require more specific odor and perhaps multimodal associative 

encoding in the piriform cortex to reach the behavioral criteria 

(Schoenbaum and Eichenbaum, 1995; Calu et al., 2007; Roesch et al., 2007).  

 

Summary 

The present results showed that standard and differential fear 

conditioning induced different levels of odor-fear generalization in rats. 

There were corresponding training paradigm-dependent differences in 

aPCX single unit activity after training, suggesting that plasticity of piriform 

cortical networks may contribute to odor generalization and discrimination 

induced by aversive conditioning. Both aversive learning paradigms induced 

a significant reduction in spontaneous activity that was not observed in 

pseudo-conditioned rats. This reduction may increase signal-to-noise ratio 

in the aPCX and presumably enhance cue odor detection in a dangerous 
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environment. Together, the results suggest that changes within the primary 

sensory system may contribute to differing outcomes of fear conditioning.  

Generalized fear responses may in part be due to reduced selectivity of 

piriform cortical odor responses. 
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Figure 1. Olfactory fear conditioning with different paradigms. A, Odor 

mixtures used in the experiments. 10C, an odor mixture that consists of 10 

different odorants. 10C-1, 10C with 1 odorant missing. 10C-2, 10C with 2 

odorants missing. 10CR1, 10C with 1 odorant replaced by a new odorant. 

NC, no change. B, Odor-fear training paradigms. Standard training had 10 

trials of 10C paired with an electric foot shock. Pseudo-training had 10 

unpaired presentations of 10C and foot shock. Differential training had 10 

trials of 10C (CS+) paired with a foot shock and 10C-2 (CS-) without a 

following foot shock. A retention test was carried out 24 hrs after the 

training session.  All rats were randomly presented with 10C, 10C-1, 10C-2, 

10CR1 and limonene 3 times. Odor-evoked freezing behavior of the rats 

was scored and recorded. C, Average freezing of the non-implanted rats in 

response to odor stimuli after training. Standard, differential and pseudo 

represent different training paradigms. Bars that are marked with a are 

significantly different from bars that are marked with b1, b and c (Fisher’s 

PLSD, p < 0.05). There is no significant difference between bars that have 

the same mark. b1 and b are not significantly different from each another. 

b1 and c are significantly different (Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.05). Error bars 

represent s.e.m. 
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Figure 2. Representation of electrode tracks of 15 rats implanted with a 

movable microwire bundle. Black bars represent electrode tracks 

reconstructed from the brain sections.  Recording sites were along the 

tracks. The black open rectangle represents possible recording sites across 

layer III of piriform cortex where track reconstruction was not available. 

The data suggested recordings were localized to layer II/III of anterior 

piriform cortex. Outlines are reproduced from Paxinos & Watson (2009) 

and represent sections ranging from 2.70 to 0.48 mm anterior to Bregma. 
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Figure 3. Anterior piriform cortex (aPCX) single-unit recordings from awake, 

freely moving rats. A, A rat implanted with a movable wire bundle was in 

the testing chamber for chronic unit recording and odor training. The gray 

bars in the chamber represent the metal grid floor that was part of the 

electric shocking system. B, Procedures of chronic unit recordings. Note 
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that each rat only was only trained once on a single day, while recording 

sessions were conducted for multiple days before and after the training day. 

C, A digital-filtered (bandpass, 300-3000 Hz) trace showing spikes from a 

single microwire placed in aPCX. One larger and one smaller spike can be 

seen. The trace has a time base of 5 ms per division. D, Extracted 

waveforms of units 1 and 2 from the trace in C. The signal-to-noise ratio of 

unit 1 (left) was 2.5:1; that of unit 2 (right) was 6:1. E, Examples of peri-

stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) with raster plots of two single-units (left 

and right) in response to 10CR1. Histograms showed cumulative spike 

count of three trials, with a 100-ms bin width. Blue boxes (from -5 to 0 sec) 

represent spontaneous activity and red boxes (from 0 to 5 sec) indicated 

odor-evoked activity. Both units showed a significant excitatory response to 

10CR1. Horizontal black bars indicate odor delivery (5 sec). 
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Figure 4. Effects of odor-fear conditioning on spontaneous activity of aPCX 

neurons. Standard and differential training induced a significant decrease in 

spontaneous firing rate of neurons in the aPCX. This decrease was not 

significant in the pseudo-trained group. There was no significant difference 

in spontaneous activity of the animals before training. Error bars represent 

s.e.m. * P < 0.01. 
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Figure 5. Training effects on aPCX single-unit odor responses. A1, Standard 

and differential training induced proportionally less excitatory single-unit 

odor responses to the test odors. A2, Standard training induced 

proportionally more suppressive odor responses. B1, A smaller proportion 

of the single units showed excitatory responses to limonene after standard 

training. B2, Proportionally more odor suppression was induced by 

standard training. C1, A non-odor-specific effect on excitatory odor 

responses was induced by the differential training. C2, Effects on 

suppressive odor responses induced by the differential training were more 

odor-specific. Note that data of excitation and suppression in A1 were the 

average of unit response data to each test odor shown in B1 and B2. Odors 

used were 10C, 10C-1, 10CR1 and limonene. Error bars represent s.e.m. * p 

< 0.05. ** p < 0.01. For calculation of single-unit odor responses, see 

Methods. 
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Figure 6. Training effects on aPCX single-unit receptive fields. A, Standard 

training induced a significant increase in mean RF size of aPCX neurons. In 

contrast, differential training induced a decrease (although not significant) 

in mean RF size. No change was induced by the pseudo-training. B, 

Standard training induced a significant decrease in excitatory RF size and an 

increase in suppressive RF size. This suggested not only that the neurons 

fired to a smaller percentage of the test odors, but also that they were 

suppressed by the test odors. C, A significant decrease in excitatory 

receptive field size was found in aPCX neurons after differential training. 

This suggested that the neurons were more narrowly tuned after the 

training.  Error bars represent s.e.m. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, 不 P = 0.12. For 

receptive field calculation, see Methods. 
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Figure 7.  Training effects on aPCX single-unit virtual ensemble response 

decorrelation of odors. All single units showing an excitatory response to at 

least one of the test odors were merged into virtual ensembles for analysis 

of changes in ensemble correlation/decorrelation in response to 

overlapping odor mixtures (see text).  Relative to pre-training levels, 

standard training produced a slight enhancement in ensemble response 

correlation between test odors, while differential training produced an 

enhancement in response decorrelation between test odors. Pseudo-

conditioning produced a significant enhancement in ensemble response 

correlation relative to pre-training. 
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Conclusions and Future Directions 
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In summary, my experiments showed that the rats can use odor cues 

to acquire two-way active avoidance conditioning. Furthermore, data from 

awake single-unit recording showed that classical fear conditioning can 

induce paradigm-specific plasticity in anterior piriform cortex, which may 

explain different odor-evoked fear responses induced by the three fear 

conditioning paradigms.   

Results of my two-way active avoidance experiments indicate that 

both odor and tone cues can support avoidance conditioning, but that both 

training groups have individuals that failed to reach the behavioral criterion 

or had difficulty improving or maintaining their performance. One 

hypothesis for these low performers is that their cue-evoked freezing 

behaviors outweighed their active avoidance responses (Choi et al., 2010).  

Among these low performers, tone-trained rats (T-3 & T-4) appeared 

to give up on improving avoidance rates in the last two training sessions, 

whereas the odor-trained rat (O-3) was still capable of improving its 

performance until the end of training. Given that higher cue intensity may 

evoke stronger freezing behavior, the group difference might result from 

stronger relative intensity of tone signals compared to odor cues. This 

hypothesis is hard to test because it is hard to compare relative intensity 
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between two sensory modalities in rodents. However, it would be 

interesting to see if lower tone or odor intensities could reduce the 

percentage of low performers in the population.   

Tone signals have relatively constant stimulus intensity during 

delivery. In contrast, odor intensity is hard to control, particularly in a large 

enclosure as used here. It may take a certain amount of time for the odor 

to fully disperse throughout the chamber. Even if odor intensity in the 

environment could reach a constant level, it may still fluctuate for each 

animal in different phases of a respiratory cycle. Thus, the animal might 

actively adjust odor intensity via differential sampling (e.g., different sniff 

volumes) which may not apply to tone signals (Johnson et al., 2003). To 

monitor odor intensity, I would need a better odor delivery design and a 

way to measure respiration of the animal. 

A similar design of odor stimulation was used in our awake recording 

experiment in which the rats were freely moving and sampling odor cues 

that were delivered into air in the shocking chamber. This passive odor 

sampling design prevents anticipation that is often involved in an active 

odor sampling design. However, passive odor sampling does not allow good 

control over odor intensity and precise timing when the rats first sampled 
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the odor cue. The more naturalistic odor delivery we used may correspond 

better to the situations rats encounter in the wild, but also adds variability 

to the data and impairs quantitative analysis. 

In future experiments, odor delivery could be better controlled by 

adding a tubing system onto the recording cable, which would be 

connected to the headstage during awake recording, so that the distance 

between the odor source and the rat’s nose would be constant. It would 

also be helpful to monitor the rat’s respiration cycle, which could be 

achieved by using a thermocouple sensor implanted in a rat’s nasal cavity 

(Cury and Uchida, 2010). 

The identification of the OR gene family enables genetic engineering 

techniques to be applied to investigating the olfactory pathway (Buck, 

1996). Researchers are now able to tag homogeneous OSNs and glomeruli 

with fluorescent markers to identify OR/glomerulus-specific projection 

patterns in the olfactory cortex (Sosulski et al., 2011). Until now, data have 

indicated that odor representation in the piriform cortex is spatially 

distributed and without modular odor processing units (Illig and Haberly, 

2003; Rennaker et al., 2007; Stettler and Axel, 2009; Sosulski et al., 2011). 

However, as direct OB projections to the cortical amygdala are patchy and 
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stereotypical (Sosulski et al., 2011), the amygdala might perform modular 

odor processing specific to certain odor stimuli. More investigations are 

needed to clarify the functional roles of the cortical amygdala in central 

odor processing. 

The largest part of the olfactory cortex, the piriform cortex, has 

features of an associative cortex (Schoenbaum and Eichenbaum, 1995; 

Haberly, 2001; Calu et al., 2007; Roesch et al., 2007) and its cells have 

narrower molecular receptive ranges (receptive fields) than OB neurons 

(Wilson, 2000b, a; Barnes et al., 2008). This may be analogous to functions 

of inferotemporal cortex in the ventral stream of the visual system (Nassi 

and Callaway, 2009). Cortical nucleus of the amygdala may be analogous to 

the modular face processing area - fusiform face area in the inferotemporal 

cortex. Thus, studies in inferotemporal cortex might provide directions for 

future investigations in the olfactory cortex.  
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